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Karin Wells
International Perspectives on Medical Assistance in Dying
Karin Wells is an internationally recognized CBC radio documentary maker with a long and
varied career. Trained as a lawyer, she has produced documentaries on subjects as varied
as post conflict resolution in Mozambique and victim rights to opera in the English
countryside. She has reported from more than 50 countries and is regularly heard on CBC
Radio's The Sunday Edition as both a guest host and documentary maker. Most recently
she has produced documentaries on another way to deal with euthanasia in Belgium;
conflict on the Peguis Reserve in Manitoba and BC's most defiant Disability Rights activist.
Karin's work has been recognized by the New York Radio Festival frequently over the past
20 years. She has received two United Nations media awards for her work out of Sierra
Leone and this year for her documentary on dealing with Dementia in Denmark. In 2011 she
was inducted into the University of Ottawa Common Law Honour society.

Maureen Taylor
Medical Assistance in Dying in Canada: Evolution and Challenges
Maureen Taylor is a Physician Assistant in Infectious Diseases at Michael Garron Hospital
and an Associate Clinical Professor in the PA program at McMaster University. Prior to her
PA career, Maureen was a broadcast journalist for 25 years, including 7 years at the
National Medical/ Health Reporter for the CBC. Maureen is a 3-time winner of the
CMA/CNA award for excellence in health reporting and is currently on the editorial board
of the health policy website Healthy Debate. Maureen was married to Dr. Donald Low, who
died of a brain tumour in September 2013, wishing until the end that he could have
medical aid in dying. Since his death, Maureen has publicly advocated for the right of
Canadians to choose an assisted death, serving as the co-chair of the Provincial/
Territorial Expert Advisory Group on Physician Assisted Death.
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